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1-1. Introduction

To understand the people‘s place perception
is essential for promoting sustainable water management through collaboration among multiple stakeholders.

!
In this study, we try to show the trends in changes of spatial perception.

Indeed, characteristics of place perception is  varied in each person, and it is always dynamically changing.

But there assumed to be some trends.



1-2. Target Areas: Okazaki City

Boundary of Okazaki City≒ Catchment of Otogawa River
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1-3. The Situations of Otogawa River

In the target area, we can find “2 Turning Points” about river uses.
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2-1. Methodology/Procedure

あ
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2-2. Data Collection

■What did I ask in the questionnaire?
＊Personal information
・Age, community of the living place
・Living history in the City

・River viewing/using frequency
・River activity/works experiences
・Enphasized functions of river（multiple responses with ranking)

＊The Image of Otogawa River

・Q1: Where do you think meaningful to your lifes
・Q2: Where do you think familiar to yourself
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■Basic information of respondents

Sample



2-2. Clustering of 332 Respondents

Two clustering methods were attempted.

A. Clusters divided by their age and upbringing
Hypothesis: People who have experienced ”Otogawa” before the river development 
have different perception compared with people who have not.
→ We focus on before and after 1980s (turning point ①)

B. Clusters divided by their lifestyle and interest
Hypothesis: People who are working for or doing activities related “Otogawa” have 
different perception compared with who are not.
→ We try to discuss the effect of current river activities (turning point ②)
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2-2A. Clusters divided by “age” and “childhood place”

Over 50s born around Otogawa experienced rivers before the development
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3-A. Results: the tendency of Meaningful Places in each cluster

To compare the characteristics of answers in each cluster, we traced their answers 
on QGIS system, then overlap and count the response rate in each mesh (1km size).

(

Findings
・River around City Center is meaningful for most people, and no difference among clusters.
・The distribution of meaningful place and familiar place looks similar in each cluster.
・In C1 (over 50s and born around Otogawa), answers were distributed wider than the others.

The answers of Meaningful Place

The answers of Familiar Place



4-A. Distance between  

To understand the reasons of the difference among clusters, 
we calculated the distance between living place and meaningful places.
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＊Findings
Minimum distance are varied; 
people in C1 tended to answer 
the spatially close area, but 
people in C3 or C4 answered 
more far areas.

In 1980s, the accessibility of 
rivers declined, and people 
lost their images of rivers 
around living areas, using 
specific accessible places. 



2-2B. Clusters divided by “lifestyle” and “interest”

The trends of people’s interest about rivers are different between workers 
and activity members, so we divided other people by their interests.
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3-B. Results and Findings

)!

The answers of Meaningful Place

The answers of Familiar Place

＊Findings
The tendency of minimum distances are 
similar, but maximum distances are differed; 
people in C8 tend to answer only around 
their living areas, and others answered wider.

Recently, some people grow their 
environmental awareness through 
river activities, and percept wider 
areas in the catchment meaningful.



5. Conclusion: Hypothesis on the Trends of people‘s perception

)"
Next step: do some interviews to understand the background of perception.


